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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Plenty on
plate for
new year

W

ITH more than 15 years’ breeding, showing and
promoting Lowline cattle, it is indeed a privilege
to now lead ALCA during a period of breed
consolidation and growth.
The association has developed a sound governance
footprint, much resulting from the vision and drive from
immediate past president Bill Belton.
The council has adopted a committee structure that not
only shares the workload but also provides for wider
experience and participation among councillors.
I am fortunate to have an enthusiastic and hardworking
team of fellow councillors around me.
The communications committee is chaired by Michele
Molloy with responsibilities for the annual journal, quarterly
newsletters and the ALCA website.
Julie Knight chairs the promotions committee, looking after
breed promotional material and liaison with promotion
groups.
The wider engagement of the regional promotion groups
was a key strategy for ALCA over the past year. All members
are automatically allocated to the promotion group in their
region and are encouraged to become involved to network
and share ideas and experiences with fellow breeders.
It is fantastic to see a resurgence of youth involvement in
the breed. These younger members are the next generation
of breeders, exhibitors and administrators of the Lowline
breed.

ALCA Council 2014-15
PRESIDENT GORDON GUTHRIE

Phone: (03) 302 4964 (+ 64 3 302 4964 New Zealand)
Mobile: 0274 324 999 (+ 64 274 324 999)
Email: gguthrie@xtra.co.nz
VICE-PRESIDENT JULIE KNIGHT
Phone: (03) 5828 6490 (+61 3 5828 6490)
Mobile: 0427 539 795 (+61 427 539 795)
Email: wanamara@westnet.com.au
SECRETARY DENISE MOLONEY
Phone: Private 0447 399 273 (+61 0447 399 273)
Phone: Business 0439 891 624 (+61 0439 891 624)
Email: yenolom61@gmail.com
TREASURER: COLIN SCHILLER
Phone: Private (07) 4634 3047 (+61 7 4634 3047)
Mobile: 0419 686 254 (+61 419 686 254)
Email: colin.schiller@bigpond.com

ALCA president Gordon Guthrie

Lucy Kuipers chairs the youth committee that co-ordinates
youth activity and, in this modern age, the breed’s presence
on social media.
A constitutional committee that includes the full council
executive will have a key task during the year to follow up
consultation with members on the concept of including a
supplementary breed register to accommodate DNA-proven,
red-coated purebred Lowline animals.
Such a proposal, if agreed to by members, will have a
number of wider implications that will need to be well
thought through and addressed.
The council realises that to maintain membership growth
ALCA must have a commercial relevance, especially for
those more interested in growing and marketing a quality
beef product rather than showing or stud activities.
The first stage of this development is the Lowline meat
marketplace on the ALCA website – a place where producers
and buyers, no matter how small or large, can register and
promote their Lowline beef.
ALCA members who have signed the producers’ agreement
have the added marketing tool of being able to use the
Certified Lowline Beef trademark.
The quality of the Lowline product is being well proven,
with continuing success in steer and carcase competitions.
This is an exciting time for our wonderful Lowline breed.
Finally, I would like to thank Aimee Sewell for her
tremendous hard work and dedication as the ALCA executive
officer.
We welcome Carole Johns as the new executive officer as
Aimee is currently on maternity leave.

GORDON GUTHRIE

COUNCILLOR MICHELE MOLLOY
Phone: (07) 4935 4033 (+61 7 4935 4033)
Fax: (07) 4935 4603 (+61 7 4935 4603)
Mobile: 0413 147 652 (+61 413 147 652)
Email: mitchmay@bigpond.com
COUNCILLOR LUCY KUIPERS
Phone: (02) 4777 4384 (+61 2 4777 4384)
Mobile: 0406 023 569 (+61 406 023 569)
Email: ellekaystud@hotmail.com
COUNCILLOR TANYA FALKENHAGEN
Phone: (07) 5463 6734 (+61 7 5463 6734)
Mobile: 0418 734 615 (+61 4 1873 4615)
Email: tanview.limousins@bigpond.com
EXECUTIVE OFFICER CAROLE JOHNS
Phone: (02) 6773 3295 (+61 2 6773 3295)
Fax: (02) 6772 1943 (+61 2 6772 1943)
Email: lowline@abri.une.edu.au
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EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT

Breed
wins on
horizon

W

ELCOME to the 2015 Australian Lowline Cattle
Association Journal.
I came into this role six weeks ago from outside
of ABRI and I am replacing Aimee Sewell, who is
taking maternity leave. In the short time I have been in the
role I have been uplifted by the enthusiasm and dedication of
our Council and our members.
The advice from members on the tremendous temperament
and high-quality yield of meat from Australian Lowline cattle
is very encouraging and tells me that Australian Lowline
cattle will be getting more of the winning prizes in the
carcase competitions of the future.
In the past 12 months we have witnessed increases in
involvement with Australian Lowline cattle and the general
interest in the breed continues to grow.
Some accomplishments from the past 12 months include
the involvement of youth members at the Stud Beef Handlers
Camp, the annual Victorian On Farm Challenge, the production of great members’ newsletters and competitions,
including the photo competition and creative kids writing
competition. We’ve also had the recent launch of the new
Lowline Premium Meat Market section on the website and
the listing of Certified Lowline Beef for sale, which is grown
and supplied by our members.
Most recently we have seen our youth member on council,
Lucy Kuipers, launch the 2016 Lowline Calendar photo
competition, which is divided into four seasons. The first

ADVERTISING INDEX
ARDROSSAN LOWLINE STUD 27
ASHMORE LOWLINE STUD 17
ASTRALGUS LOWLINE STUD 35
BETWEEN2VINYARDS LOWLINE STUD 19
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GLENLONNY LOWLINE STUD 37
GOAN LOWLINE STUD 33
KIN KIN LOWLINE STUD 33
LIK LIK LOWLINE STUD 15
LIK LIK LOWLINE STUD 37
McINTOSH CREEK LOWLINE STUD 37
O’HARA LOWLINE STUD 11
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ALCA executive officer Carole Johns

season of photographs for gatherings, paddocks and
Christmas drew to a close on December 31, 2014.
In January next photo competition topics for the January
to March period were announced.
Lucy Kuipers has also been busy engaging Lowline youth
around the shows and also on Facebook, which has become
a hub of conversation.
Our youth members are the future of our breed and it is
very encouraging to see so many engaged and constantly
commenting on Lowline events and issues.
We have a very keen and enthusiastic team on the council
working hard to improve every aspect of the breeding and
marketing of our Lowline cattle.
Michele Molloy in Rockhamption, Queensland, is working
tirelessly on our newsletters and annual journal, and she is
also organising a magnificent display at Beef 2015 in
Rockhampton in May 2015, and for the first time Lowlines
will be a part of the organised tours for Beef 2015.
Michele has organised to have a full cattle display with
information on the versatility and benefits of the Lowline
breed, and the availability of semen and embryos within
Australia and for export. Please make a special effort to visit
Beef 2015 and lend a hand if you can spare the time.
I would like to thank all the members who have contributed
to the journal with articles, photographs and advertising, and
their enthusiasm and commitment to make our breed better
and more widely marketed.
I would also like to thank all the councillors for their
guidance and support in the short time I have been in the
role, and I look forward to working with you all in the year
ahead.

CAROLE JOHNS
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YENOLOM LOWLINE STUD 29
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PROMOTION
GROUPS
NZ SOUTH ISLAND
CHAIRMAN PHILIP WORTHINGTON
McIntosh’s Road, RD1, Rangiora, NZ.
Phone (03) 313 6730.
Emailwoolstone@paradise.net.nz
SECRETARY DEBBIE GUTHRIE
729 Methven Hwy, RD 6, Ashburton,
NZ. Phone (03) 302 4964.
Email gguthrie@xtra.co.nz

More beef, less
land ... that’s us!

NZ NORTH ISLAND
CHAIRMAN MATTHEW BUTLER
PO Box 639, Whakatane 3158,
NZ.Phone(07)3070530.
Emaolinestarol wniles@gma.lciom
SECRETARY DAVID CLEE
348 Mahurangi West Road, RD3,
Warkworth, NZ. Phone (09) 422 0492.
Email cleedavid@gmail.com

QUEENSLAND
SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND
CHAIRMAN COLIN SCHILLER
SECRETARY CHRISTINA SCHILLER
PO Box 230, Cambooya, Qld 4358.
Phone(07)46343047.
Email colin.schiller@bigpond.com
NORTHERN QUEENSLAND
CONVENOR SHARON COOME
Greens Road, Alton Downs,
4702.Phone(07)49341768.
Email sharon.coome@bigpond.com

NEW SOUTH WALES
CHAIRWOMANEMMAGERMANY
129 Captain Cook Drive, Willmot,
NSW 2770. Phone 0425 311 066.
Email gbluejem_lowlines@hotmail.
com
SECRETARYBILLKUIPERS
178 Kingshall Road, Mulgoa, NSW
2745. Phone (02) 4773 9502.
Email kuipersexc@bigpond.com.au

VICTORIA
CHAIRWOMAN JEANETTE STEBBINS
1109 The Boulevarde, Princetown,
Vic 3269. Phone (03) 5598 8000.
Email stebbins@bigpond.com.au
SECRETARYJO-ANNJACKSON
310 Beenak Road, Yellingbo,
Vic 3139. Phone 0407 811 002.
Email jojack2@bigpond.com

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
CHAIRMANPETERFOUREUR
POBox197,Glencoe,SA5291.
Phone 0414 560 273.
SECRETARY SUSAN YATES
14 Southcott Walk, Adelaide, SA
5000. Phone 0418 848 538.
Email susan@barossalowlines.com.au

M

ORE beef, less land! That is
the tagline to promote the
Lowline breed during Beef
2015, an international event
held at the beef capital of Australia,
Rockhampton, central Queensland.
For the first time, the Australian
Lowline Cattle Association (ALCA)
has a host farm for the international
bus tours during the event, which runs
from May 4-9.
The host farm with Lowline cattle
on display is Glenmore Homestead.
The homestead was historically part of
Glenmore Station, originally 127
square miles, on the east bank of the
Fitzroy River, seven kilometres northwest of Rockhampton.
The homestead has been in the
Birkbeck family since they purchased
it in the 1860s, several years after
Glenmore was first taken up.
George and Judy Birkbeck, the
fourth generation of the family living
at the homestead, run Lowline and
Lowline cross cattle on the 8ha of
grazing land.
Beef 2015 visitors will learn that
Australian Lowline cattle are beefy
Angus-derived cattle, developed in
Australia with low birthweights,
compact bodies, early maturity, a high
dressing-out ratio and high-quality
cuts.
ALCA will work to provide a
memorable experience for inter-

national and domestic visitors by
providing a take-away pack, rolling
slide show and a breeder panel to
answer questions on both stud stock
and crossbred stock.
Certified Lowline Beef will be
provided for lunch, along with billy
tea and damper.
Visitors will learn that Lowline
cattle are placid, polled and easy to
handle and provide a viable alternative
in situations where space is at a
premium, as well as produce good
quality beef.
ALCA protects the integrity and
standards of the closed Lowline
herdbook, providing confidence to
breeders that the attributes of Lowline
cattle will be maintained.
All registered animals are DNA
tested, providing traceability of both
the livestock and the meat they
produce.
ALCA has provided Lowline
Certified Beef as an outlet for its
member producers.
They can trace their genetics back
to the original Aberdeen Angus herd
without any subsequent dilution.
Australian Lowline cattle are the
choice of breeders, benefiting from
Australian Lowline attributes – calving
ease, moderating animal size while
maintaining beef production, good
temperament, higher stocking rate and
– most importantly – top-quality beef.
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‘True blue genetics’ with
maple syrup, nip of Scot
By JULIE KNIGHT

A

USTRALIAN Lowlines are one of the few breeds
that retain pure genetics from the original herds in
the countries of origin. This is something unique in
the beef world today but with changing climate,
producers wanting efficiency and consumers prefering
healthy living, these original genetics tick all the boxes.
When the NSW Department of Agriculture purchased
cattle for their Trangie Agricultural Experimental Farm,
they chose a shipment of top stud Aberdeen Angus from
the Glencarnock Estate of Mr James Duncan McGregor at
Brandon, Manitoba, Canada, comprising the 1927 Glencarnock show team, including two bulls, a cow and calf, and
17 heifers.
The cattle embarked on the steamship Hauraki in
December 1928, making it the first shipment of any cattle
breed from Canada to Australia.
After their arrival, the ‘show team’ was paraded at the
1929 Sydney Royal Show and later at the Melbourne and
Brisbane Royal Shows.
These females belonged to the fashionable Angus
families – Blackbirds, Blackcaps, Elba Ericas, Miss Burgess,
Elsa Ericas, Enchantress Ericas, Georginas and several more
lines from leading genetic families of the day.
The bulls, Glencarnock Revolution 6th and Brave Edward
Glencarnock, were progeny of the great sires Blackcap
Revolution and Edward Glencarnock.
Further bulls were imported as sires in 1936, 1941 and a
Scottish sire, Pro Ben of Balfron was introduced in 1956.
These Aberdeen Angus were to be the forebears of our
Australian Lowline cattle of today.
In 1993, Greg Rhodes, together with his brother, Peter,
formed Broken Arrow Lowline Stud after the purchase of
Lowline stock from Trangie.
As Broken Arrow Genetics, using their Broken Arrow
Lowlines and Bell Brae Lowlines owned by Harry Weaver,
their idea was to produce a replica of the world’s most
efficient cow, Erica 843, with their ultimate objective to see
if the Erica Angus-type genetics for high-milk producing,
easy-doing animals had a positive impact on the modern
beef-raising practices and on the environment.
In 1995, Broken Arrow Stud produced Broken Arrow
Kaptain Midnight, a line-bred Erica Lowline Angus bull,
whose pedigree contained at least 7001 unique identified
animals and with Erica 843 appearing thousands of times.
Kaptain Midnight won broad ribbons at Sydney, Canberra
and Melbourne Royal Shows and has produced awardwinning progeny.
Sadly, Greg Rhodes passed away in 2013 after a long
illness but his theories, facts and figures regarding the
results from the Trangie research and his own research
can be found online at The Linebred Erica (TM) website
Re-Creating Erica.
Over the years they also produced a newsletter,
Lowline:Online, in which subscribers could read about the
history of the Angus/Lowline breed with interesting
anecdotes, facts and much useful information.
Greg Rhodes was a man with exceptional genetic
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BLACKCAP Bixie 2nd and her calf made the
journey from Canada to Australia in 1928.

knowledge and his expertise about the world of the Ericas
and Angus will be missed, but he leaves a legacy of his
research for future Lowline enthusiasts.
The fact that our Lowline cattle are DNA typed and
parent verified before registration and our closed herd book
has resulted in a line of pure Aberdeen Angus cattle now
named ’Australian Lowline’.
They can be traced back to the origins of the breed in

RIGHT: Glencarnock Revolution 6th
was one of two bulls shipped from Canada
in 1928.

BELOW: In 1995,
Broken Arrow Stud
produced Broken Arrow
Kaptain Midnight – a
line-bred Erica Lowline
Angus bull, whose
pedigree contained
at least 7001 unique
identified animals
and with Erica 843
appearing thousands
of times.

Canada and Scotland – a fact unique in the cattle world of
breed improvement by ‘breeding up’ and ‘genetic infusion’.
Next time you are asked ‘What is a Lowline? ‘ you can
reply that they are pure original Aberdeen Angus genetics
and ‘more Angus than most Angus’ .
So if you want a unique, medium-framed, docile, heritage
breed, buy registered Australian Lowline Cattle. You
know exactly what you are buying.
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By LAURA GRIFFIN

S

INCE adding Speckle Park genetics to the family’s
herd with five embryos from Canada in 2010, Julie
Knight (pictured) is excited to have built it up to such
an extent that she is progressing her plan of putting
Lowline bulls over the Speckle Parks and their progeny.
“I am really happy with the first-cross Lowline-Speckle
Parks because it produces a lovely beefy calf that is early
maturing,” she said.
Mrs Knight first put a Speckle Park bull over her Lowline
females and said the cross was successful – thanks to her
knowledge of her cattle and picking larger framed and older
cows because Speckle Parks could produce large calves.
“I wanted to get some crossbred cattle on the ground and
initially I didn’t have the Speckle Park females to use,” she
said.
She and husband Greg then bought in 15 Angus-British
White females and put a Lowline-Speckle Park bull over
them. She sold the resulting steers at the Shepparton store
market to a backgrounder and has put a Lowline bull over the
heifers. “I’m infusing more Lowline into them as Lowline puts
more beef on the frame.”
The Knights have been breeding Lowlines for 19 years
and about five years ago moved their Wanamara stud from
the Daylesford and Macedon Ranges region to Major Plains,
near Dookie in northern Victoria.
They sell bulls to dairies and other beef breed operations
that are seeking calving ease, thanks to Lowline’s low birthweights. This also helps heifers and cows achieve a higher
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Successes
with Lowline
crosses
percentage rate of cows returning in-calf. This year, the
Knights are bringing back their stud and commercial
breeding program to all autumn-winter calving, so are
joining cattle now at their 103ha property.
“Because here in the north-east we have a brief spring and
things start to dry out really quickly, we need to get the
calves on the ground to make best use of that spring feed
window,” she said.
Mrs Knight is hopeful of achieving a similar conception
rate to last year, when all but one female was in-calf
when pregnancy-tested.

PROFILE

Finding the
silver lining
By INGA STÜNZNER

T

IM Franzman and Michele Molloy didn’t really set out
to produce Lowlines.
Instead, they were ready to grow bananas and pawpaws on their newly purchased acreage, nestled inland
from the Capricorn Coast in central Queensland.
A bushfire doused those dreams, leaving nothing but a few
pawpaw trees, half a shed and a charred house.
Then came two catalysts that catapulted them towards
cattle and – specifically – Lowlines.
The first was meeting Tammy Breuer.
“We went to the Ekka in 2003 to look at smaller breeds,“
Tim says.
Tammy was there in the interbreed competition with her
bull, who had been out and about for two to three hours.
“He ended up lying down and she sat on him. She got that
same bull standing up to show us later and you could see him
rolling his eyes, saying ‘Oh, for goodness’ sake’, but he
complied.
“I thought, if that’s the temperament, then that’s the breed.”
Tammy has unfortunately since passed away, but her
passion and inspiration for the breed live on.
The second catalyst was an officer from the Department
of Primary Industries, who said if it wasn’t a Brahman, it
wasn’t a cow.
This ruffled a few feathers – and a determination to prove
him wrong.
“I can assure you that after 13 years, if you don’t have a
Brahman, you still have a great cow.”
Tim and Michele then purchased a Lowline bull and two
registered Brahman heifers from Palmvale Stud, Marlborough,
and started breeding essentially Brangus.
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“The idea was to keep the place under control because the
area is renowned for fires, and the cattle had to be quiet
enough for Michele to handle them alone,” says Tim, who
was working shift work at the time.
The Brahman-cross didn’t work so well because they
needed a bigger mob in order to exert some kind of control.
Thirteen years later, the couple have established their
Timitch Hill Stud, which runs 30 breeders, a number of bulls
and progeny on the 25 acres.
“We run about one animal to every two-and-a-half acres
here, but it depends on the season.”
There are improved pastures and some irrigation, but the
fact the land is not suitable to fatten cattle means there is a
need for feed supplementation.

“I mentioned to the boys at work I was doing a kill, so
that’s where we got our customers.”
Up until October 2013, the local meatworks, JBS, would
take individual kills and process the Timitch Hill Lowlines.
The demise of this policy means local butchers can no
longer access local meat.
“I came across two butchers in Monto – Matt Docherty
and Dan Miller – who own a small abattoir, and that’s where
we get our steers processed now.”
Six steers have been processed in the past six months, and
customers buy the beef by the half-carcase.
“We are getting an average return of 70 per cent
from hanging to the saleable item,” Tim says.

Certified Lowline Beef

The animals are bred for three different markets – stud
stock, pet and beef, and steers destined for the meat market
are put on 30-day grain and supplement fed.
Because of the pet market, it is necessary to have animals
at different stages of life at all times on the farm, so the bulls
are run continuously with the cows.
Marketing Lowline beef is a significant part of the business
at Timitch Hill as, Tim says, not all animals will be show
animals.
“The size fits really well into a freezer.”
In the beginning, Tim and Michele would process about
five steers a year, and this began through word of mouth.

“WHAT interested us about Lowlines is that it is a closed herd
book,” Tim Franzman explains. “You need parental verification
and you can’t bluff your way through.”
In fact, it is this use of DNA testing that has seen Lowlines well
ahead of other breeds, which are now just starting to collect
DNA samples and apply them to genotypes.
“We’ve been able to do this since day one with the Trangie
trials. We can go back 30 years with this.”
It is this genetic verification that has become an important
element in marketing Certified Lowline Beef.
In 2010, several like-minded members of the Australian
Lowline Cattle Association presented the idea of Certified
Lowline Beef, and this has culminated in the trademark and
marketing facility now provided by the association.
The idea was this would have a minimum of 50 per cent
traceability back to a registered Lowline, would have DNA
testing to prove this, and would thus provide information on
that animal from conception to consumption.
“What it means is that if you like a piece of meat, we can use
DNA to trace where that beast came from. This enhances the
experience of consumers who want to know where their meat
has come from, but is also an invaluable tool for breeders.”

O’HARA LOWLINE STUD Breeding Champions of the Future
“Limited Edition”
3 x Supreme Exhibit semen available for a short time only.
Why choose Master Gerald for your herd?

www.oharalowlinestud.com

He has outstanding genetics, is docile by nature, masculine
& virile, great length & depth, great feet & legs, structurally
sound and is early maturing with excellent straight testicles.
Gerald’s (FCR) feed conversion ratio is second to none and
he has had phenomenal success in the show ring. Gerald has
been shown 4 times with 4 Grand Champion Broad Ribbons,
3 Supreme Exhibits added to his resume.

Mobile: 0407 663 045

AW1536548
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Keen teen starts own stud

VICKI Gilbert, Matt Cooney and one of his favourite bulls, Rotherwood Howzat, at the Sydney Royal Show 2014.

By VICKI GILBERT

C

HRISTMAS Day two years ago heralded major
changes in my life and that of my now 16-year-old
nephew, Matt Cooney. After coming from the very
busy eastern suburbs of Melbourne to live with me at
my farm Rotherwood Lowline Stud in Cann River, Far East
Gippsland, to then attend the small school of Cann River
P-12 College (which has about 44 students), Matt has started
his own stud – Cann Valley Lowline Stud.
His long-term goals began as we both prepared our
animals for Matt’s first royal show at Canberra 2014. He took
his much-loved heifer, Rotherwood Hula Girl, and I had a
younger heifer and a young bull entered.
After putting in the massive effort that is required for royal
shows, Matt and I headed off, precious cargo on board, for
the journey. Canberra welcomed us with the heaviest
downpour they had in many months, which was wonderful
as they were in desperate need of rain.
Judging day arrived and our animals were looking very
competitive. Matt began pacing up and down between the
clipping frame and the show ring, trying not to look too
nervous. Each of our three animals won their class
independently. Next our heifers were up for junior champion,
and it was a competition between The Master and The
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Apprentice! Everyone was thrilled, including me, when
Rotherwood Hula Girl was awarded junior champion
Lowline female. Both the associate judge, Bethany Bayliss,
and overall judge Tim Bayliss agreed that she was a heifer
with great length, tremendous fleshiness, was structurally
sound, compact with a wonderful rawness of carcase and
great room for growth and a clear winner.
The look on Matt’s face was priceless and we were ecstatic
at the results. Spectators, Lowline breeders and other
competitors commented on how great it was to see such a
young exhibitor so enthusiastic and proud of his very own
junior champion Lowline female. It can take many years to
win a broad ribbon at a royal show. Matt and his heifer
achieved this at his maiden royal show and, in fact, his firstever show.
Rotherwood Lowline Stud also had wonderful comments
from the judges for our young bull Rotherwood Howzat,
which won reserve junior bull with exceptional comments.
Matt and I continued with the preparations for attending
Sydney Royal Show 2014 and Matt, having a little more
knowledge and know-how, held high hopes for Rotherwood
Hula Girl to do well in the show.
Then disaster struck. Hula Girl was very badly injured a
week before Sydney and had to be withdrawn. It was a very
hard lesson for anyone, let alone that the start of both Matt

and Rotherwood Hula Girl’s show career was over so quickly
and unexpectedly. Matt was very mature and matter of fact
about the whole disaster and took it in his stride.
He was still very keen to make the 10-hour-plus journey
with our Rotherwood Show Team, which did well taking out
reserve junior champion with Rotherwood Hadfield Girl and
senior champion Lowline bull with Rotherwood Howzat –
one of Matt’s favourite bulls.
Unfortunately I became ill before Melbourne Royal Show
and we were unable to attend.
Meanwhile, Cann Valley Lowline Stud has started to
expand its herd, first purchasing our supreme champion
heifer Rotherwood Glamour Girl, some Wanamarra
champions and Matt has chosen some top quality semen. He
is now delving into the tricky embryo field with guidance
from Dr David Morris and me.
Matt is still very keen and won a scholarship through the
Australian Lowline Cattle Association to attend the Stud
Beef Victoria Cattle Handlers Camp. Part of the scholarship
also consisted of a few days on Julie and Greg Knight’s farm,
Wanamarra stud.
He has also been writing his own articles, which have
been published in our local newspapers and school newsletters, to name a few of his experiences after his exciting
decision to move in with his Aunty Vicki.
Matt is doing extremely well at school and was very
privileged to have been selected for the East Gippsland
Schools Network Awards. One student is selected from
every school from East Gippsland for something they have
excelled in. Matt was awarded in recognition of Cattle
Breeding and Positive Leadership. The awards ceremony was
held in Bairnsdale and was a very proud moment for Matt, his
school, friends and family.
I look forward to writing the next chapter in this wonderful
story for our journal next year and I’m already pondering
what it will bring!

Premier Australian Lowline
cattle breeder

Our contact details are:
are
Phone: Natarsha – 0407 327 603
Email: natarsha@yarrarangeslowline.com.au

www.yarrarangeslowline.com.au
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Trust Me makes US$85,000

T

RUST Me, a Lowline-cross bull with a pedigree
stacked with Australian genetics, has sold for
US$85,000 in the US.
The October 2012-drop sire sold in the Duff Cattle
Company’s Power Plus bull sale at Hobart, Oklahoma, to JC
Ranch, Gurdon, Arkansas.
He was one of 22 Aberdeen Plus bulls which averaged
$10,965.
Duff Trust Me 2525 is from the Duff family’s Aberdeen
Plus program, which uses Lowline sires to join to their heifers
and eliminate the worry of calving difficulties.
“Three years ago, I finally decided there had to be a better
solution ... so I began a search for the best low maintenance,
easy-calving Angus genetics available to use on my virgin
heifers,” said Kirk Duff.
“After countless hours and many miles, we came across
some quality Lowline Angus genetics that were able to
complement our current Angus genetics.”
Mr Duff said the results had been satisfying over the past
three years.
At Power Plus, they had calved more than 200 heifers bred
to Lowline Angus bulls.
They had also supplied hundreds of straws of semen as
well as leasing Lowline Angus sires to long-time commercial
customers.
“We no longer bring our heifers up close to the barn to
calve them – they stay out on grass just like the cows during
calving,” he said.
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“Birth complications have been minimal, as the birthweights
have ranged from 50 to 69 pounds (23 to 31 kilograms).
“The two lines of Angus genetics are so distantly related,
when mated together the result has added hybrid vigor.”
Mr Duff described Trust Me 2525 in the sale catalogue as
“without question, one of the best bulls ever produced at
Duff Cattle Company”.
The bull is a son of Fairwyn’s Low Beau 204M, a son of
Australian Lowline dam Glen Innes J306.
Low Beau’s pedigree is full of Australian Lowline genetics,
tracing back to Trangie and Glen Innes cattle.
Mr Duff said Trust Me had outperformed all bulls –
including the purebred Angus – in his contemporary group.
The Duff family also runs a feedlot and markets their own
beef under the Pure Beef label.
“We have harvested over 100 head of the Aberdeen Plus
calves thus far; they have finished on 30 per cent less feed
and in considerably less days while also achieving a high
percentage of Choice and Prime.
“I believe that incorporating the two different Angus
genetic lines has much to offer today’s progressive
cattleman who is in search of optimal efficiency and
sustainability.

TRIBUTE

Vale Jack

“JACK” at the Royal Sydney Easter Show in 2010.

By NATARSHA AND JOHN CANNY

J

and JOHN CANNY, Yarra Ranges Lowline Stud.

BREEDING CHAMPIONS
FOR OVER TEN YEARS
www: likliklowlines.com.au
email: colin.schiller@bigpond.com
Phone: 0448 856 257

AW1514895

ACK – Yarra Ranges Jackaroo (14/10/2007-12/6/2014)
– has had an undeniable influence on the Lowline breed
within our stud and across many studs in Australia,
Canada and the US, producing many champions and
supreme exhibits.
His progeny in the US and Canada are highly sought
after, with his first son in the US selling for a half share of
US$15,000 and a recent Jackaroo son selling for US$27,500.
Jackaroo was a force to be reckoned with from a very
young age. As a seven-month-old calf at foot, when his dam
Zelma won champion female, many commented he already
had qualities of a supreme exhibit.
Jack went on to achieve this four months later at the Royal
Melbourne Show when he was supreme exhibit as an
11-month-old bull then went on to win senior and grand
champion bull awards at Sydney Royal Show at 24 months.
Jackaroo was always a gentleman who could be caught
with a halter in the paddock, would come when he was
called, loved a scratch and in many ways was a wonderful
pet.
The morning I found him in the paddock was absolutely
devastating.
Although we had many vets and a range of treatments, we
made the heartbreaking decision on June 12 to have Jackaroo
put down.
To our lovely bull Jack, – you will always be the pride of
our stud and your presence on the farm is greatly missed.
May you live on through your progeny. – NATARSHA
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ON-FARM CHALLENGE

Teens score
high marks
for Lowlines
By SALLY CRIPPS

T

HE Lowline breed is part of a whole paddock to plate
experience for students at Ballarat Grammar. When
Matt Dickinson arrived 10 years ago as the school’s IT
teacher, his interest in and experience of all things
rural saw him quickly co-opted into teaching agriculture.
“My father had a Lowline stud and my brother did too, so
I knew about them, plus the headmaster at the school had
some bulls,” Matt said.
“I was always interested in them and the school community
and students supported the program. I got offered kids who
had dropped out from science. I started taking them back to
my place, and it grew from there.”
Matt described Lowlines as perfect for the school
environment, thanks to their size. “They’re not intimidating
and they’re good to work with, so they tick all the boxes
there,” he said.
In addition, their commercial value helps make money for
the school’s agricultural program and allows capital
investment in items such as fencing and feed to continue.
“They make the whole ag experience here very viable,” Matt
said. When he arrived, only 15 students were doing agriculture
as a subject in Year 12; this year the school has
enrolled 32 in Year 12, 20 in Year 11 and 27 in Year 10.
The school now has a 51-hectare (125-acre) farm, on
which it runs more than 50 registered Lowlines, along with
150 stud Corriedale sheep and more than 30 Wessex
saddleback pigs.
It’s at the stage where they now have excess numbers of
cattle, so they have become good friends of the local quality
butcher. “We don’t get value for money running our steers
into the saleyards market,” Matt said. “Buyers see a small
animal and discount them, up to 20c/kg. I know they offer a
higher yield – they’re solid things and good quality.”
They also satisfy the hobby farmers’ market in Victoria,
and so the school regularly attends the Small Farms Expo.
Again, the size appeals – farmers can run five Lowlines
compared to two of a larger breed – and Matt reports a lot
of inquiry for that reason. “There’s also a lot of interest in the
story of food behind the meat, and Lowlines give them the
ability to cater to that too.”
Showing cattle is still an integral part of the Ballarat
Grammar ag experience. As the second biggest boarding
school in Victoria and the preferred school for the western
districts, the program is a drawcard for parents who see it as
keeping their children interested in an on-farm future.
From handlers’ camps and days at shows around Victoria,
the Lowline breed could claim to have introduced many a
student to a whole career in rural Australia.
“Lots are now moving through,” Matt said. “They’ve gone
on to ag colleges and got good jobs.”
Just this year the school had success at the Royal
Melbourne Show, showing the senior champion Lowline
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bull. It then claimed ribbons for the interbreed reserve at
Geelong and senior interbreed bull at Kyneton.
The school wasn’t seen as a player in the stud sales league
but successes are now bringing semen sales inquiries.
Consecutive wins in Victoria’s On-farm Challenge have
proven this. “We have good genetics – people are taking us
more seriously than in the past,” Matt said.
The school’s animal husbandry group is encouraged to
take selfies with the stock they’re looking after, whether it be
leading, washing, clipping hooves or feeding calves.
In generating how much fun they’re having, they help
counteract the negative images often thrown about,
and show how rewarding Lowline cattle can be.
The On Farm Challenge, run by the Southern Regional
Promotion Group, is in its second year and enables
entrants to have their stock assessed by an experienced
cattle judge on their home turf – with no leading, clipping
or special preparation.
This year the 88 entrants were judged by Annette Walker,
the joint principal of Raedean Red Poll and Red Angus
Stud. A well-respected cattle judge, Annette judged the
Lowline classes at the Brisbane Ekka in 2012.

THE Ballarat Grammar Royal Melbourne Show team with their winning Lowline: Back row – Sarah Williams, Tahlia Bruce, Kate Jackson, Sarah Sutton and Ruby
Canning; front – Emma Dickinson and Henry Dickinson. Turn the page for more on the Ballarat challenge.

ASHMORE
LOWLINE
STUD
AVAILABLE FOR SALE
HEIFERS

LICENSED SEMEN
(AU, NZ, EU)

QC1638445

BULLS

Gordon & Debbie Guthrie | Ashburton, New Zealand | Phone: +64 3 302 4964 | Email: gguthrie@xtra.co.nz
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SCHOOL HANDLERS

Scholarship winners at camp
LEFT: Julie Knight,
Ken Lorains,
Bill Belton, Matt
Cooney, Jeanette
Stebbins, Ardrossan
Stud, with Lowline
heifer winner, Hanna
Phillips.

L

AST year it was a little different at the five-day Stud
Beef Handlers Camp, in which 84 people of varying
ages take part during the July school holidays.
For the first time, the Australian Lowline Cattle
Association awarded three scholarships instead of two because
of the high calibre of applicants. It was also the first time the
scholarships included a four-day, on-farm experience at two
Victorian Lowline farms. Off to two Victorian members’ farms
were Matt Cooney, of Cann River Lowlines, Victoria,
Courtney Price of Dakabin State High School, Queensland;
and Katherine Moore of Triple M Lowlines, New Zealand.
Earlier in the year, a competition was held and interested
youth members were asked to apply and answer questions
about their involvement with Lowline cattle and their plans.
The winners were Matt Cooney, Victoria, Katherine Moore,
New Zealand, and Courtney Price, Queensland. Both farms
supplied Lowline heifers for the youth members for the
camp, as well as extra heifers for other camp participants.
The Knights and Jeanette and Peter Stebbins, Ardrossan,
donated two heifers to be won by attendees who showed
promise to further the Lowline breed in the cattle industry.
For Courtney Price, who was billeted by the Lorains, the
experience started with the long journey travelling down the
centre of NSW and into Victoria.
“I had a few firsts whilst at Whitby Farm,” she says. “Gil
cooked for me Lowline sausages; they were just beautiful. I
clipped my first animal – unfortunately Scotchy was the first
victim – though Ken seemed happy with it. Lastly I got to
ride a quad bike. It was a lot fun.”
Scotchy – Scotch Finger – was a 12-month-old heifer for
Courtney at the handler’s camp.
“She was very cautious of me and I was of her as I knew we
needed to bond over the next four days.
“Everyday she would try and run away from me, but on
that fourth day everything changed, I finally took her for a
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walk up and down the driveway to her water.
“Finally she realised I wasn’t going to hurt her. I think we
just clicked,” Courtney says.
She was apprehensive as they headed off on the two-hour
drive to Melbourne because she didn’t know anyone, except
the two other scholarship winners.
“After a little while, everyone bonded and we were
laughing and having a great time.” Courtney highly
recommended the camp to all levels of age and experience.
It was “simply amazing”, she says. “I’ve learnt so much to help
me with my handling skills, showing ability and it has helped
me make some career decisions going forward.”
For Katherine Moore, the camp meant her first-ever plane
trip, travelling from New Plymouth in the North Island to
Auckland and then flying across to Melbourne.
Waiting at the other end was a welcoming Julie Knight,
and then a two-and-a-half hour trip to her farm.
“What I noticed while being driven was the red, red soil
and the number of trees,” she says.
After four days with the Knights, Katherine travelled to
the Melbourne Showgrounds, where she discovered things
were a bit different to New Zealand.
“The Aussies do a lot of clipping! They showed us how to
groom to enhance muscle, back end, width and length, but
don’t actually clip the whole animal.”
A performance feed session was held to explain feeding
for different animals for different purposes – for example,
feeding steers was different to feeding in-calf heifers.
“It was very informative and I learned some valuable points
to use in the future,” Katherine says.
“Lowlines in Australia are mated at 19 months, five months
ahead of when we mate them here (in New Zealand).”
The third day at camp proved to be a long one, with heifer
and bull classes taking most of the day because of the large
number of animals. Because of this handler classes didn’t

SCHOLARSHIP winners Matt Cooney (Vic), Katherine Moore (NZ) and Courtney Price (Qld).

story on pages 12-13), who travelled down to stay with the
Knights.
“To see such a vast range of ages between the participants
just shows that the cattle industry is enjoyed by all ages both
younger and older,” he says.
Matt was appreciative of all involved.
“I’d like to thank the ALCA for sponsoring the scholarship;
Lucy Kuipers for all her work in running activities and all the
encouragement she has given me and other youth members;
Julie and Greg Knight and Ken and Gil Lorains for allowing
us to come to your farms and see all the cattle and for letting
us use your heifers at the camp and last but not least, my
Aunty Vicki Gilbert for introducing me to the amazing
Australian Lowlines and supporting me in all that I do.”
After 16 applicants were interviewed, Lucas Kallady and
Hanna Phillips were awarded the donated Lowline heifers.

AW1515455

manage to start until about 8pm. The next day everyone got
up early and helped the juniors get cleaned up and prepared
for their handlers‘ classes.
Handlers’ classes of all ages were high profile, Katherine
said.
“The handlers are dressed up to the nines with jewellery,
flash long-sleeved shirts, fancy belts and cowboy boots, with
neat wide brimmed hats.
“That night they had a band playing and we all had a great
time playing games and socialising.”
The final day, July 6, was presentations, cleaning up,
loading cattle and gear. Katherine flew back to New Zealand
the following day.
“This trip will help me with a career as a livestock agent
and hopefully is the first step for me to become a beef judge,”
she says.
The final scholarship winner was Matt Cooney (read his

John & Kym Fewings 14 Bluff Rd, Kenilworth, Qld 4574 Phone (07) 5472 3129 Mob 0408 061 664 Email between2vin.yards@bigpond.com
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Savour the Lowline flavour
Lysiane Belton, daughter of Bill and
Hilery Belton of Urila Lowline Stud
on Victoria’s Mornington Peninsula,
looks at her parents’ experience of
building local networks and how
that can reap rewards for the smaller
breeders in order to participate in the
Certified Lowline Beef supply chain.

A

S BREEDERS of a premium and, one could say, niche
breed of beef cattle, now is a very good time for
Lowline breeders to be in the marketplace. Why?
A growing proportion of consumers are choosing
quality over quantity and they also want to understand the
supply chain, particularly the provenance of their beef.
There are still those whose choices are driven by low cost
and for them there is a highly competitive supply chain. But
that is not the only marketplace in Australasia.
The consumer wants to feel good about what they eat and
feel connected to who produced it. Consumers do care. It is
not a coincidence that some major food retailers have
conducted marketing campaigns that focus on the
personalities of their suppliers.
Lowline breeders don’t have to splash out on costly
advertising, as the passion is most definitely there and
customers can spot that a mile off.
With emphasis on stud breeding, Urila is a relatively small
beef producer. We’ve found that building a network locally
across all the aspects of beef production has been necessary
but also beneficial from a commercial point of view. A less
tangible spin-off of our efforts has been, as Hilery says, the
“feel-good factor” of being part of the fabric of a community.
In marketing our stud operation to our region, we have
also found opportunities to either sell just-weaned steers and

heifers to other local property owners for their own fattening
options, or else grass-fatten Urila-bred Lowlines on our and
neighbouring properties. When the demand outweighs
supply we know we can also tap into a network of other

LEFT: Bill and Hilery
Belton, Urila Lowline
Stud, have moved into
Certified Lowline Beef
with success.
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YABBY Lake Vineyard head chef Simon West is very passionate about
using local producers and says building relationships takes time and hard
work for both producers and chefs, but it definitely pays off.

TARRAWARRA LOWLINES
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Yarra Valley, Victoria
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0409 384 077
www.tarrawarralowlines.com
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Lowline breeders. We use two abattoirs for our meat supply
purposes, and one of those is Radfords in Warragul,
Gippsland, a family-owned company that has been operating
for 68 years.
Owner Rob Radford has for many years sold Lowline and
Lowline-cross beef into the Sydney market.
“Traditionally, Sydney has required smaller cuts and I
don’t see that demand decreasing,” he says.
There are markets for grassfed and grainfed beef “but the
most important issue is that the animal has good conformation
and is fed properly”.
“Put simply, if an animal is not correctly bred it shows up
in the meat quality and therefore the price.”
Rob says breeders, particularly new breeders, need to build
good contacts and take advantage of the breeding and
marketing information offered through breed and beef
groups, government agencies and workshops.
He also sees carcase competitions as an excellent way to
gauge breeders’ feed management and genetic selections.
One of our avenues for our ongoing but occasional supply
of Certified Lowline Beef, grass fattened on lush local
pastures, is local butchers Mark and Mel Pittock, who own
Balnarring Village Meats.
The Pittocks operate a business that specialises in local
and niche meats, plus stock a diverse range of regional
comestibles and wine – they prefer it that way.
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Savour it ...
● From previous page

It is definitely what their customers want, therefore the
Pittocks are happy to work with smaller beef producers.
“There are no large producers on the peninsula so we are
used to working with the smaller operations and the resulting
seasonality of the supply,” Mark explains.
Having operated their business for 12 years, they have
established their own supply network that involves dealing
directly with producers.
They also deal directly through the local abattoirs such as
Radfords, who in turn understand the Pittocks’ market and its
tastes.
Mark uses his experience to guide what he stocks but also
listens to clients’ feedback and demands.
“I know it sounds obvious, but quality is the most
important factor,” he says.
“We do get requests for particular meats or specific cuts as
soon as they are mentioned in Epicure or on television.
“However, we have constant demand for the meat or
produce of many of our suppliers and that comes down to
the quality and I guess the fact that they are a little unique
and of course local.”
Mark says the beef he sells is predominantly grassfed and
that is driven by customer demand.
To gain a demand for a product, however, there has to be
a consistent supply.
This is the ideal opportunity for Lowline breeders to

Butcher’s thumbs-up
By SALLY CRIPPS
“SOME really good little nuggety fellows.” Ballarat’s quality
butcher John Harbour has been finding a good cut to carcase
ratio from the Lowline yearling steers sourced from Ballarat
Grammar’s agriculture program.
The school offers some of the smaller animals in his intake,
where he prefers a weight range between 230 to 280
kilograms, but John said they generally approached a 210240kg description.
“I’ve noticed one thing with Lowlines – their ratio of cut to
carcase, the eye and the rib can be slightly larger than some
other breeds of the same weight,” he said.
John favours traditional British breeds in his butchery –
Herefords, Angus and the like – and Lowlines fit that profile
to a tee. “I think they have a finer-textured grain, which gives
a better eating quality, and the meat is not as dry as some. I
think European breeds can be a bit on the lean side and drier.”
John has been in the butchery for 40 years, and was born into
farm life all of 60 years ago, so his expertise springs from a
lifetime of working with stock.
As an active member of the local agricultural and pastoral
society for many years, he is also keen to support the program
offered by Ballarat Grammar.
“The Lowlines are a good choice for small-scale operations,
and they do a good job with them,” he said.
“The school doesn’t have big numbers and we can work them
in with our program.”
They are all grassfed, another plus for the butchery, which
also takes their lambs.
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MARK and Mel Pittock own Balnarring Village Meats, which
specialises in local and niche meats.

network via the Certified Lowline Beef pages on the ALCA
website to create co-operative local supply.
Alternatively, seasonal supply can create consumer
demand for scarce, quality beef and in doing so, turn the
scarcity into a value named ‘scarcity value’.
The benefits of engaging with our existing clients and
being open to new opportunities continues to pay dividends.
Urila-bred, grass-fed Lowline beef was exclusively featured
by Merricks General Wine Store during the Melbourne Food
& Wine Festival’s Regional Roast Collection.
The chef was so impressed he served the Lowline beef
each weekend of the month-long event.
Feedback from diners was that the beef had a beautiful
flavour and texture. For us, rewarding comments.
Since then Patrice Repellin has taken up residence as head
chef.
Having operated his own restaurant in Melbourne for 15
years, he knows the importance of establishing rapport with
suppliers.
“The ideal is when the chef can talk directly to the breeder
themselves.
“Then the relationship can evolve based on me
understanding the way the cattle are bred and the breeder
knowing my expectations and taste.”
He is excited by being surrounded by local producers and
says he will achieve that rapport. The quality of the meat he
serves is a result of care taken at every step.
“Definitely knowing how an animal is raised is imperative.
“That excellence then relies on the care taken during the
slaughtering stage and finally the skill and knowledge of the
butcher.
In our quest to broaden awareness of Lowline beef as well
as grow our potential client base, we are always looking for
new opportunities and to maximise the advantage of word of
mouth. Like Patrice, Mark and Rob we understand the value

MERRICKS General Wine Store new head chef Patrice Repellin.
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of experience and the importance of feedback.
Yabby Lake Vineyard head chef Simon West is very
passionate about using local producers and has been for
many years.
He says building these relationships takes time and hard
work for producers and chefs, but it definitely pays off.
Simon worked in Tasmania for 10 years where he made
some important observations.
“It is commonplace to be supplied directly by the producer.
The person who makes the delivery is also the person who
reared or farmed the end product and has intimate knowledge
of the process. It is very hands-on.”
From a commercial point of view, he feels it may also give
him an edge over his competition when he can present a
unique ingredient or dish on his menu.
He sees the seasonality of using local produce as a positive
aspect and it feeds his culinary creativity.
When asked what he looks for when choosing beef for his
menu, he said: “I know the norm is yearling beef but for me
the longer in the paddock the better as this produces a more
intense flavour and pleasing texture in the meat and a buttery
and richer fat that renders more evenly.”
Once slaughtered and the secondary cuts removed for
future use, he would ideally hang the premium cuts on the
bone for at least 21 days to dry age and gain maximum
flavour.
He suggests that smaller Lowline producers could do well
out of targeting the high-end restaurant market as they will
want the flavour and texture characteristics of the two-anda-half to three-year-old pasture-fed animals and be prepared
to pay for that quality.
For Urila it is highly satisfying to be known for producing
well-grown Lowline beef and to be part of a valued and
valuable local supply network.
We are also excited that we are contributing to the
broader increase in the profile and demand for Australian
Lowline as a quality beef choice.
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A snap decision to buy Lowlines
By PENELOPE ARTHUR

A

SNAP decision to buy a herd of seven Lowlines at a
dispersal sale eight years ago has paid off for Dr
Michael Noel and his wife Chris.
The couple own a 21ha property at Windsor
Downs in NSW which they had purchased for Mrs Noel to
run her horses.
But when they found they still had excess feed left over
they decided to invest in some cattle.
“After we had bought the property we thought we should
learn how to look after it so we enrolled in a Small Farms
course at TAFE,” Dr Noel said.
“It was a fantastic course because it taught us all about
fencing, how to care for animals, the pasture and the soil.
“One of our teachers was a cattle vet and she was really
enthusiastic about us getting some cattle and suggested we
look at small breeds.
“We settled on the Lowline breed because of their smaller
stature and docility.
“We saw a herd dispersal advertised and went to have a
look.”
The Noels were immediately impressed with the herd and
bought them on sight.
“Now we look back and know what a good deal that was
because they were very high-quality Lowlines,” Dr Noel said.
“They have formed the basis of our herd and we have
added to them since but we still have two of the original
seven that we bought.”
The Noel’s are now running 40 Lowline and Lowline-cross
cattle, including 15 female Lowline breeders, and have
embarked a crossbreeding program in recent years using
genetics from Square Meaters with great success.
Last year, they were thrilled to win the lightweight steer
carcase competition at the Canberra Royal Show with a
Lowline-Square Meater-cross.
“The combination works very well for us,” Dr Noel said.
“We chose that combination because our teacher at TAFE
took us to her parents’ property outside Canberra. They were
crossbreeding Angus and Murray Grey and they had a
standing order with Woolworths. So we thought why not
Square Meater and Lowline?”
The Noels are now trialling a Lowline-Limousin cross,
using their Lowline bull over some Limousin cows.
“The little Lowline bull can do that no trouble so we are
looking forward to seeing the results of that crossbreeding,”
Dr Noel said.
“On occasion, we have leased our bulls to breeders of
other breeds, particularly for use on their heifers.
“Lowline bulls produce smaller calves reducing calving
problems.
“The calves grow out quickly and appear to inherit the
docility trait.”
The Noels sell some of their progeny straight out of the
paddock to other breeders but the bulk of their crossbred
steers and heifers are sold to a butcher in Springwood,
located about 35km away in the Blue Mountains.
Dr Noel said the butcher likes to take carcases at about
200kg carcase weight at about two-years-old.
“He has trouble getting carcases small enough, which is
why he likes ours,” he said.
“We take to them to an abattoir, fortunately close by, then
he breaks up the carcase.
“Once we got over the issue of eating your own animals
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DR Michael Noel communes with a member of his Lowline herd.

we started getting him to do that for us as well.”
Dr Noel said his next step would be to certify his meat as
Lowline beef.
“We haven’t had time to organise that yet but we will
because we think it would be a great bonus,” he said.
“I know our butcher would be very happy to brand them
certified Lowline.”
The Noels are also active on the show circuit, usually
attending the Canberra and Sydney Royal Shows as well as
some other local shows with their prized team.
Dr Noel said they immensely enjoy the comradery
between Lowline breeders.
“The competition is fierce but friendly and we really enjoy
that social side of mixing with other breeders,” he said.

pays off

MICHAEL (left) and Chistine with their bull Serena Downs Googloplex,
which won interbreed senior bull champion at the FSA Expo, are
pictured with judge Jason Sutherland, Bundanoon, and Bert Barrass,
Yass.

Therapeutic benefits of
Lowline breeding

The only downside to life on the farm is dealing with
drought like everybody else.
Dr Noel said poor seasonal conditions over the past two
or three years had played havoc with their pastures, requiring
them to do some extra feeding.
“This year we have had some spring rain, which was
lovely, but the previous two years we’ve had no spring rain
and our pastures suffered,” he said.
“We have been putting out quite a lot of feed but we
accept that is part of running a farm and enjoy the rain
when it comes.”

STILL working full time off-farm, Dr Michael Noel and wife
Chris attribute their sanity to the time they spend daily with
their Lowline herd.
Dr Noel works as a palliative care doctor in Penrith, 20km
away, but his service covers a large area radiating up to
150km away from the city.
Mrs Noel also works full time as a health service manager.
The couple rise early to tend to their herd before they leave
for work and then enjoy a couple of hours unwinding while
doing their chores in the afternoon.
Dr Noel said spending time on-farm was very therapeutic
for both them.
“Buying the farm and the Lowline herd has had a huge
impact on our lives,” Dr Noel said.
“I’m over 70 now and I find looking after the cattle is a
terrific outlet for a reasonably stressful job.
“It is keeping me as fit and as young as I like to feel, which
is about 14 years old. We love daylight saving because it
gives us an extra hour of daylight in summer and we can
see what we are doing when we come home from work.”
The Noels also have several grandchildren. Dr Noel said
it was a pleasure to be able to spend time teaching them
about caring for animals.
“We’ve only been doing this for seven or eight years so
most of them haven’t grown up with the cattle, but there is
one granddaughter who was living with us for a couple of
years at an early age and I think that it got into her blood,”
he said.
“She is particularly devoted to them. She is our hope for
the future,” he joked.
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CERTIFIED BEEF

From milk to meat: Whitby makes
By ANNABELLE AMOS

K

EN Lorains is leading the way in producing certified
Lowline cattle for consumption. From his and wife
Gil’s property, Whitby Farm Lowline Stud, at Zeerust,
near Shepparton in Victoria, Ken has not always been
in the Lowline business.
“We were dairy farmers, and I bought a Lowline bull to put
over my heifers,” he said.
Ken bought his first bull in 2002 and has now stopped his
dairy business because of the drought and success of the
Lowline breed.
“We were getting a lot more money for beef calves than
we were for Jersey cattle, so we bought some stud animals as
well,” he said.
With his herd of about 50 registered females and six bulls
on 90 hectares (225 acres), the cattle are completely grassfed
and Certified Lowline Beef.
In 2006, Ken started to get a few extra steers and sold
them privately to friends before he sourced a butcher and
abattoir.
“That all became a bit hard so we put them into quarter
packs of about 25-30kg,” he said.
“We kill the animals at 22 months when they weigh about
350kg.”
After examining the returns, Ken decided to go to an
abattoir and place newspaper advertisements to get attention
for his Lowlines.
“After we put a few ads in the paper, the Lowline
association passed us as certified – you have to be at least
50 per cent to be certified, and we’re 100pc pure,” he said.
Lowlines are gaining a reputation as the little animal with
a lot of meat, and Ken agrees.
“It’s a good product that’s quite tender,” he said.
“All of their steaks can be put through the frying pan easily
LOWLINE-CHAROLAIS cross and purebred Lowlines at Whitby Farm,
Zeerust, Victoria.

because they’re a smaller cut. They yield about 78pc red
meat.”
However, Ken believes Lowlines have attracted a little bit
of a negative image for themselves, with locals seeing them
as problematic.
Ken says everyone is geared up to have European cattle
weighing 500kg and look askance at Lowlines.
He says supermarkets are largely to blame for any negative
outlook on the breed. Part of this is because their preference
for larger-sized animals seems to influence buyers at
saleyards, and supermarket customers aren’t given any choice
about what they eat. “I don’t know if that’s come about
because of the size of all the animals and the supermarkets’
control on what we eat,” he said.
Ken argues, however, it’s not the size of the cow that
matters, but the beef it produces.
“The producer is only getting the same price when all
they’ve done is make their animals bigger,” he said.
What’s more, Ken is adamant his Lowline cattle take up
less space than a regular-sized cow.

KEN Lorains leading at the 2013 Royal Melbourne Show.
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a top transition

LOWLINES are gaining a reputation as the little animal with a lot of
meat, says Ken Lorains.

Ardrossan Lowline Stud’s
23 year Breeding Programme
Specializes in producing cattle suitable for both
Stud & Commercial applications Worldwide.
With our entries successful in the

2013 & 2014 On Farm Challenge,
we feel confident our stock will enhance
your Lowline herd.

Jeanette & Peter Stebbins
1109 The Boulevarde, Princetown, Vic
Ph. 0438 542 495
Email: stebbins@bigpond.com.au
www.ardrossanlowline.com.au

AW1493519

“I might have 20 animals and someone else might only do
it with 12 or 15 animals,” he said.
Ken said he can nearly double his farm capacity with
Lowlines, and their ability to produce large amounts of beef
for such small animals.
“I like this thing that the Lowline people use, ‘breed beef,
not bones’,” he said.
“Your property can only deal with a certain number of
kilos.
“You can nearly run two Lowlines to one.”
Lowlines have been known for their incredible foraging
capabilities, and Ken said his cattle did not disappoint.
“They actually do really well on not a lot of grass – they’re
very good foragers,” he said.
Ken has also previously entered his cattle in Melbourne,
Sydney and Canberra shows where he won championship
ribbons.
At present though, Ken said he was trying to focus on
carcase competitions across the country.
“We had a couple of doctors who were in that (research
group) who are quite interesting to listen to,” he said.
“They talked about the Lowline breed, what they were and
what they are now.
We’ve bred them up with a little more meat.”
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BREED MILESTONE

Sydney Royal 2015 hails 20th
By JULIE KNIGHT

O

N April 8, 1995, at 2pm, Australian Lowline Cattle
entered the show ring at the Sydney Royal Easter
Show for the first time, with entries in the 12 to 20
month old heifer class.
Held at the Sydney Showgrounds, Moore Park, 11
exhibitors presented 27 head of cattle and attracted much
publicity during the show, with interviews and all forms of
media coverage, giving Australian Lowline cattle ‘special
breed’ status which was rightly held by the Red Angus
Society that year as feature breed.
This was a momentous occasion because the acceptance of
the breed by the Royal Agricultural Society of NSW at their
prestigious Royal Sydney Show meant that Australian
Lowlines would be recognised as a breed in their own right.
This recognition would lead to an international code for
semen (AL), the opportunity for live cattle, semen and
embryo trade with other countries and acceptance within the
Australian beef industry as a breed with viable stud and
commercial value.
Actually, the first Australian Lowlines to be exhibited at
any major show was at the 1994 Royal National Agricultural
and Industrial Association of Queensland Show (now known
as the Ekka) in August of the previous year, where Mugga
Majura (MLS M007) won the champion Australian Lowline
bull and the Elders Shield of Excellence of the 19 animals
exhibited.
Owned by foundation member, Des Owens of Mugga
Stud in Kingston, ACT, Mugga Majura has gone on to be
one of the most well-known and widely used sires of the
breed.
At the 1995 Royal Sydney Show, the accolade of Grand
Champion Bull went to Brambletye Commodore III (ABF
M046), owned Gary and Babette Hatcher, of Glenfiddich
Stud, Pymble, NSW.
This outstanding bull was 32 months old and weighed
554kg on the day, with a fat cover of 18mm on rump and rib.
Commodore III’s photo was on ALCA promotional material
for many years and he is the forebear of many of our modernday Australian Lowlines.
Grand champion female and best Australian Lowline
exhibit was won by Brambletye Agness II (ABFM044), also
32 months old, bred and owned by foundation members Ian
and Erica Pullar of Brambletye Stud, Holbrook, NSW.
Ian Pullar, ALCA president in the early days of the
association, is an ALCA life member in recognition of his
work in developing the breed and association.
Progeny of Agness II include 2001 Royal Sydney Show
grand champion bull Brambletye Vanquish (ABF V370) and
many others in the USA.
Twenty years on, the Australian Lowline breed has
continued to grow in popularity with cattle now all over the
world.
Careful selection and breeding of stud animals has resulted
in improvements in structure, temperament and carcase
qualities, so Lowline breeders now have a wide variety of
great genetics to improve their herds.

EASTER
APPEARANCE
THE cattle being exhibited in the 2015 Royal Sydney
Easter Show will give members and anyone interested
in Lowlines the opportunity to see and appreciate the
developments of the breed.
Help us celebrate our achievements by visiting the
Australian Lowline exhibits at Olympic Park, Homebush,
in March 2015.
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anniversary for Lowlines
LEFT: Mugga Majura
(MLS M007) won the
champion Australian
Lowline bull and
the Elders Shield of
Excellence of the 19
animals exhibited in 1994
in Queensland.

BELOW: The 1995
Sydney Royal grand
champion bull
Brambletye Commadore
III (ABF M046), owned by
Gary and Babette Hatcher,
of Glenfiddich Stud,
Pymble, NSW.

Aire River Cattle Stud

YENOLOM LOWLINES

Beef Cattle for the Future

STOCK FOR SALE
BURRUNGULE BOUTIQUE BEEF

Or Peter 0447 399 273
PO Box 1902
Mount Gambier SA 5290

AW1552333

yenolom61@gmail.com
A/H Phone: 0439 891 624

Angus Lowline stud & commercial stock available, cow &
calf units, steers etc. Local delivery possible by arrangement.
Competitive prices.
Great Ocean Road, Hordern Vale, Southern Victoria.
Contact Piet on 0418 940 980 or pietellnor@bigpond.com

1638550

Peter and Denise Moloney

AW1557131

Direct from our farm to you
Certified Lowline beef
No hormone growth promotants (HGP’s)
Predominantly grass fed
All orders are packed to your individual requirements
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AROUND THE SHOW RINGS

Introducing 2014 Australian Low
LEFT: Adelaide Royal – Glenlonny Georgy Girl with
calf Glenlonny Kismet, exhibited by Sue Foureur, Glenlonny
Lowlines, won the awards for Australian Lowline grand champion
female and supreme exhibit.

RIGHT: Sydney Royal Easter – Lowline best exhibit O’Hara Miss
Angelica with Tracey Hall, O’Hara Lowline Stud, Windsor; Christine
Noel, Serana Downs, Windsor Downs; judge Kristelle Ridley, KO
Shorthorns, Condobolin; and Ryan Bajada, Gippsland, Victoria.

LEFT: Canterbury Agricultural – supreme champion Lowline is
Woolstone Park Jessie with her heifer calf, Woolstone Park Sage,
eight weeks. Paraders are Rebecca Hennessy on the cow and Keighley
Robertson with the calf. Jessie also was the champion senior Lowline
female.

ABOVE: Sydney Royal – O’Hara
Master Gerald, Easter Show
2014 grand champion bull.

RIGHT: Royal Canberra
– Australian Lowline junior
champion female Rotherwood
Hula Girl.
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line champions
RIGHT: Royal Queensland – Alastair Bassingthwaighte sashes grand champion lowline
bull Tanview Jumbuck, pictured with exhibitor Tanya Falkenhagen and small breeds
steward Brad Mackellar, Boonah.

LEFT: Royal Melbourne – small breeds interbreed junior
champion bull Urila Josef with, from left, Peter Falls, judge;
Cheryl Hedger; Hilery Belton, exhibitor, Urila Lowline Stud;
and Noelene King, chairwoman, RASV cattle committee.

RIGHT: Sydney Royal – senior champion Lowline
bull Rotherwood Howzat with Paul Hourn,
Rotherwood, Cann River, Victoria; Jess Murphy; and
exhibitor Vicky Gilbert, Rotherwood Lowlines.

LEFT: Royal Melbourne – Australian Lowline breed, junior champion bull, Urila Josef.

Tanview Lowline Stud

Breeding Quality Stud and Commercial Cattle since 2000

Croftby via Boonah, QLD

BULLS

FOR SALE

Semen from DJ available.

Call Tanya (07) 5463 6734, Mob 0418 734 615
Email: tanview.limousins@bigpond.com

Darren and Trudy WatkinsPhone 0438 853 453
225 Bird In Hand RoadEmail watto@adam.com.au
Woodside, SA 5244

AW1540004
1580303

Grand Champion @ Ekka 2014

AW1557043

Tanview Jumbuck
Grand Champion Bull
Ekka 2014
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AROUND THE ROYAL SHOW RINGS

LEFT: Downlands Jingo was entered
in the carcase competition at the
Toowoomba Agricultural Show.

Lowline hoof and hook entry

F

CANTERBURY

Ladies’ day special

CANBERRA

OR the first time purebred Lowline steers along with
cross-bred Lowline steers were entered into the Ag
Show Hoof and Hook competition at the Toowoomba
Showgrounds in September last year.
This was due to the entry weights being lowered to 260
kilograms, with a top of 500kg, and it created four weight
classes.
Downlands College produced two purebred Lowline
steers, sired by Amberfield Dynamo, while Pittsworth State
School provided two cross-bred Lowline steers.
The Maclagen Meat Works processed the carcases, which
were then MSA graded by the Australian Beef Carcase
Appraisal System. Downlands Jingo (pictured) placed third
in the hoof, but no place in the hook, while Downlands
Jango placed sixth in the hoof and 11th in the hook.
Two other Lowlines were also entered: PWH Jamaica –
placed third in the hoof and ninth in the hook and Lik Lik
Josh placed first in the hoof and no place in the hook
competition.

F

IVE months after taking a broad ribbon at the Royal
Melbourne Show, O’Hara Lowline Stud’s O’Hara Master
Gerald went on to win the supreme exhibit and the
Tammy Breuer memorial trophy for supreme champion of
the breed at the Royal Canberra Show.
Eight weeks later and underprepared, O’Hara Master
Gerald and Miss Angelica captured the attention of Judge
Krystelle Ridley, KO Shorthorns, Condobolin, NSW, at the
Sydney Royal. From the moment Miss Angelica walked into
the show ring it was going to be a ladies day; she was the
youngest in her class and came out on top. Rarely does a stud
have the dilemma of having a grand champion female and
grand champion bull vying for the supreme exhibit.
Miss Angelica and Master Gerald paraded in charismatic
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Supreme Champion Lowline and Grand Champion Senior
Lowline: Woolstone Park Black Jessie, P & K Worthington.
Champion Senior Bull: Ashmore Lorenzo, G & D Guthrie; res:
Woolstone Park Seismic, P & K Worthington.
Grand Champion Junior Lowline: Edsal Alana – H & S
Rhodes
Champion Yearling Bull: Woolstone Park Barker, P & K
Worthington; res: Woolstone Park Blake – P & K Worthington.
Champion Senior Female: Woolstone Park Black Jessie, P
& K Worthington.
Champion Yearling Heifer: Edsal Alana, H & S Rhodes; res:
Ashmore Sweet Pea, G & D Guthrie.

BULLS
Junior and Grand Bull and Supreme: O’Hara Master Gerald,
O’Hara, Windsor. Res jun: Rotherwood Howzat, Rotherwood,
Cann River, Vic.
Senior Bull: Serena Downs Googolplex, Serena Downs,
Windsor Downs.
FEMALES
Junior: Rotherwood Hula Girl, Rotherwood; Res: O’Hara Miss
Angelica, O’Hara.
Senior and Grand: Serena Downs Emilly, Serena Downs. Res:
Elle Kay Briar Rose, Elle Kay, Londonderry.

fashion, Gerald showing just how free moving he was as he
danced and high kicked around the ring with Miss Angelica,
ever so regal and poised, given the nod as supreme
exhibit. – Story: TRACEY HALL.

AROUND THE ROYAL SHOW RINGS

O’Hara
heart beats
for Royal
RIGHT: Australian Lowline judge Krystelle Ridley,
KO Shorthorns, Condobolin, and Margaret Wood, Goan
Stud, Trangie, NSW, sash the grand champion Australian
Lowline bull, O’Hara Master Gerald, held by Ryan Bajada,
Gippsland, Victoria, as Shelley Brodie, International Animal
Health Products, Murrurundi, looks on.

By JENNA CAIRNEY

SYDNEY

H

AVING a supreme and two grand champions would
have meant precious little for Tracey Hall had she
not been at Sydney Royal with her husband Wayne.
A teary Mrs Hall, Windsor, was overwhelmed by
the O’Hara Lowlines’ success. “But my husband is just
recovering from heart surgery and I’m just glad he’s here.”
O’Hara Miss Angelica, the Halls’ April 2013-calved heifer,
was the youngest in her class and came out on top of the junior
class ahead of 18-month-old reserve junior female Rotherwood
Hula Girl. O’Hara Miss Angelica – by Elandra Park Yodgee and
from Elandra Park Xotic, the reserve junior champion female at
Canberra Royal this year – was praised highly by judge
Krystelle Ridley, KO Shorthorns, Condobolin.
“(She has) a smoothness through the shoulders. She’s a
similar type of female to the female in reserve, but the reserve
just didn’t have that refinement through the front end.”
The senior champion female, Serena Downs Flute,
exhibited by Christine and Michael Noel, Windsor Downs,
was a 31/2-year-old cow by Serena Downs Captain Arthur
from Monte Allegro Florence. While Ms Ridley admired the
“completeness” of the senior champion, Miss Angelica
pipped her at the post, before beating the Halls’ champion
bull to take out the best exhibit. O’Hara Master Gerald, a
17-month-old bull, has had an impressive run, having won
the supreme at Melbourne and Canberra, and the Halls were
hoping the young bull could scoop the hat trick.
Sired by Colombo Park Tannhauser and from Wanamara
Goanna Opal, Master Gerald wowed the judge. “He has

kin kin
Lowline Stud
TOP QUALITY REGISTERED
LOWLINE CATTLE FOR SALE
BREEDER OF SHOW CHAMPIONS
FAYE SCHILTE – NOOSA SHIRE,QLD

Ph:(07) 5485 4278

QC1638297

Margaret Wood • Trangie
(02) 6888 7026 • 0413 699 520

volume and he’s the overall package,” Ms Ridley said. “It’s that
raw meat in that muscle that’s getting him over the line today.”
Master Gerald trumped senior champion bull Rotherwood
Howzat, Rotherwood Lowline stud, Cann River, Victoria,
but the “completeness and sharpness” of the female won it
the supreme. “This is her second Sydney Royal – she won
reserve female 12 months ago,” Mrs Hall said. “Her parents
were champions themselves and her sister was champion.
“We wanted the mighty bull to win his third show and we’re
hoping we’ll get three senior exhibits from him.”

QC1637379

Goin’ West?
Goin’ Country?
Goan
Lowlines!

BULLS
Junior and Grand: O’Hara Master Gerald, Wayne and Tracey
Hall, O’Hara Lowlines, Windsor. Res: Whitby Farm Taylor, Ken
and Gil Lorains, Whitby Farm, Zeerust, Victoria.
Senior: Rotherwood Howzat, Rotherwood Lowline, Cann
River, Victoria. Res: Serena Downs Googolplex, Christine and
Michael Noel, Windsor Downs.
FEMALES
Junior, Grand and Exhibit: O’Hara Miss Angelica, Wayne
and Tracey Hall, O’Hara Lowlines, Windsor. Res: Rotherwood
Hadfield Girl, Rotherwood Lowline, Cann River, Victoria.
Senior: Serena Downs Flute, Christine and Michael Noel,
Windsor Downs. Res: Wanamara Tilly Devine, Julie Knight,
Wanamara Lowline, Major Plains, Victoria.

email: hafakinkin6@bigpond.com
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AROUND THE ROYAL SHOW RINGS

Lowlines
out in force
at Ekka
By KATE STARK

T

HE Australian Lowline breed was out in force as the
small breeds took to the main oval during Royal
Queensland Show competition. More than 30 head of
cattle made their way into the ring with breeders Colin
and Jacqui Schiller awarded junior champion heifer with
12-month-old Lik Lik Jelina. Sired by Lik Lik Blinky and out
of Lik Lik Diamantina, overjudge Troy Setter said he was
impressed by the heifer’s strong top line and structural
soundness.
“This was a really nice line up of heifers and I am very
impressed by all the exhibits but as soon as I saw the
champion, I knew she’d be hard to beat.
“She’s not by any means too big, she carries herself well
and she’s younger than the other exhibits but I believe she’ll
grow into a great cow with plenty of meat and yield well.”
The Consolidated Pastoral Company chief executive said
exhibitors had shown how important it was for investment to
be made into developing high-yield cattle for the domestic
market before moving on to judging the junior bull class.
Well-known Boonah breeders Kenneth and Tanya
Falkenhagen of Tanview Lowlines cleaned up the junior
competition, showing three of their top bulls to take home
champion with Tanview Jumbuck, a 13-month-old bull by
Kintyre Rob Roy and out of Tanview Fair.
“You can see on the winner, he’s got great rib eye which is
ALASTAIR Bassingthwaighte sashes the grand champion Lowline bull Tanview Jumbuck –

ROYAL
QUEENSLAND

SENIOR champion bull Lik Lik Houston was sashed by Sam Stephens
of Northern Rivers and led by Georgia Morris, Mt Tyson.
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Judge: Troy Setter, chief executive, Consolidated Pastoral
Company. No of exhibits: 30.
BULLS
Gr ch: Tanview Jumbuck, Kenneth and Tanya Falkenhagen,
Tanview Lowlines, Boonah.
Jr ch: Tanview Jumbuck, Tanview Lowlines.
Sr ch: Lik Lik Houston, Lik Lik Lowlines. Res: Tanview GJ,
Tanview Lowlines.
FEMALES
Gr ch: Lik Lik Jelina, Colin and Jacqui Schiller, Lik Lik
Lowlines, Cambooya.
Jr ch: Lik Lik Jelina, Lik Lik Lowlines.
Sr ch: Tanview Honeysuckle, Tanview Lowlines. Res: Lik Lik
Heiress, Lik Lik.

JUNIOR champion heifer Lik Lik Jelina with exhibitor Colin Schiller of
Lik Lik Lowlines and fitter Rebecca Janke, Pittsworth. Jelina went on to
be awarded grand champion cow or heifer.

we want our bulls to go on and breed exceptional progeny.”
Senior cow or heifer was also awarded to the Falkenhagens
with their 23-month-old heifer Tanview Honeysuckle.
“There’s not a heifer in here that I would say was
structurally unsound, it’s tough competition but the heifer
I’ve placed in first has great femininity and plenty of rib and
capacity. She’s got a nice udder developing and she’s a bit
freer in the hip – she’s the most complete and sound and will
go on to produce fine calves.”
Senior champion bull was awarded to Lik Lik Houston,
exhibited by Colin and Jacqui Schiller, while reserve was
awarded to Tanview GJ exhibited by Kenneth and Tanya
Falkenhagen. “These are two top-quality senior bulls and
they stood out in their classes – it was hard to split them but
first place has a lot more weight for age and as breeders,
that’s what we want to see, we want weight and yield and
from my point of view he does that.”
A jewel in the Australian Lowline crown was grand champion
bull, awarded to Tanview Jumbuck, exhibited by Tanview
Lowlines. First in his class, the 13-month-old junior bull is sired
by Kintyre Rob Roy and out of Tanview Fair. “He’s an early
maturing bull and certainly has a lot of carcase weight for age
and is easy doing,” Mr Setter said. “He’s a very deserving young
bull.”

ck – with exhibitor Tanya Falkenhagen and small breeds steward Brad Mackellar, Boonah.

so valuable when we break the carcase down, but still has
plenty of softness and cover, a good line and carries himself
well,” Mr Setter said. “He’s got great muscle expression in the
forearm and great testicles and that must be mentioned
because fertility is of great importance in this industry where

ASTRALGUS®
Lowline stud & Vineyard

David & Christina Clee, Warkworth, NZ
Ph (09) 422 0492 email cleedavid@gmail.com
www.lowlines.co.nz

QC1639272

Rod McNeil 0400 660 200
www.astralguslowline.com

QC1637865

(Macedon Ranges, Victoria)
Lovely registered and commercial Lowline cattle
for sale at very reasonable prices.
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MERCHANDISE

Love your Lowline?

S

HOW your love for your Lowline with quality
Lowline merchandise. The Australian Lowline
Cattle Association has a wide variety, from caps and
shirts to badges and gate signs. Go online to print
an order form. Postage is extra, and all prices include GST.

GATE
SIGNS
$66

POLO SHIRTS in various colours ordered
on request – kids (sizes 4-14)$25.30; ladies
(sizes 8-24) $27.50;
mens (S-5XL)
$28.60.

TIES
$33

STUBBIE
HOLDERS
$6.60
HATS
$16.50

TRAVEL
MUGS
$16.50

SHOW VESTS $55
BADGES
$5.50

AUSTRALIAN LOWLINE CATTLE

KEY RINGS $5.50

Home of Champions
Great Breed - Outstanding Genetics
Registered and Commercial
Bulls, Cows & Heifers, crosses available

Christine & Michael Noël
Telephone: 02 4574 3867
Mobile: 0402 628 967
Serena Downs Captain Arthur

Multiple Royal Champion & sire to Royal Champions & Supreme Exhibits
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Email: christine.noel@optusnet.com.au

AW1548857

42 Nutwood Lane, Windsor Downs, NSW, 2756

PROMOTION GROUPS
SOUTHERN REGION (VICTORIA)

NEW SOUTH WALES

Sponsorship
appeals success

Need for more
membership

T

T

HE southern region was a hive of activity from the On
Farm Challenge through to beef handler’s camp.
Jeanette Stebbins presented at the Australian Lowline
Cattle Association’s annual general meeting in October,
outlining her group’s work. The group has been focusing on
getting breeders involved with its activities and has had
success by phoning and inviting studs along to events.
One stud donated two heifers and another donated semen
for the stud beef handlers’ camp in July. Members also donated
two steers for schools of the Melbourne Show and another
two members attended the Lardner Grass Field Days.
For the On Farm Challenge (see page 16-17), Mrs
Stebbins approached local businesses for prizes, sponsorship
and donations and gained support. One local motel gave a
$350 accommodation package, and she has also gained stock
feed, chaff and local paintings. The SRPG issues a newsletter
and offers advertising to these businesses.

HIS group has produced its own brochure and 18 people
took up their offer to advertise. The target market for
this promotional group is hobby farmers and there is talk
about them having their own On Farm Challenge.
The current challenge, however, is getting more members,
Emma Germany told the AGM.
The group says it needs new ideas to help with member
engagement. It was suggested to get a newsletter going and
to address subjects such as animal husbandry.
At the moment, members view Lowlines as a hobby and
their primary income is from off-farm employment.
Another suggestion for the group is getting to know the
local breeders and persuading those who have the skills and
talent to assist with jobs to get involved and contribute.
A highlight of 2014 was the Small Farm Expo in the
Hawkesbury which was the most successful event for the
area.

Manfeild Park, Feilding, on December 6-8.
The individual Lowline classes drew several breeders to the
show with 30 animals shown, and some going on to
interbreed categories. The high calibre of Lowlines created
some friendly competition and much interest from the public.
The second highlight of the year for the group was
member Katherine Moore being one of a few selected
to attend the Australian Handler’s camp.

O

VERALL it has been a quiet year for the NILPG with
the exception of some key events. The highlight of the
year for the group was the Royal Show held at

Sue Foureur

GREGORY
& CHRISTINE HINE

AW1514822

0407 251 041

glenlonny@hotmail.com

jess.m.bt@hotmail.com

Ph: 0423 799 007
rednblacklowlinecattle@hotmail.com
AW1518670

Crimson Park
Lowlines

www.lowlinecattleassoc.com.au

sharon.coome@bigpond.com.au

02 6928 5550
0428 285 550
bobsmith@activ8.net.au

0419 686 254

www.likliklowlines.com.au
colin.schiller@bigpond.com

Woolstone Park
Lowlines
Philip and Kay
Worthington

Wattle Hills Road
Uranquinty NSW 2652
QC1638549

(07) 4934 1768
0431 354 728

Jessica Beattie
0400 771 365
Lowline Stud

Sharon & Stephen Coome
Greens Road
Alton Downs
AW1548850

See us at
BEEF 2015
Compact frame
Easy to handle
& seriously
Beefy

Jacqui and Colin Schiller
PO Box 230
Cambooya, Qld 4358

Mareeba Qld

AW1514890

Gympie Qld

AW1543289

Glencoe, SA 5291

Lik Lik
Lowlines

WATTLEBAR
LOWLINE

QC1638444

1800 Kangaroo Flat Road

McIntosh Creek
Lowlines

Glenlonny Lowlines

173 McIntosh’s Road
Fernside RD1
Rangiora 7471
New Zealand
E: woolstone@scorch.co.nz
0064 3 313 6730

AW1519891
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PROMOTION GROUPS
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Crowds make
field days buzz
F

IELD days have been a success in South Australia, with
many people coming to show their interest, according to
Susan Yates.
The handlers’ schools have been drawing 90 school
children, and Lowlines are the breed of choice because of
their temperament and size.
Added to this the school curriculum is based on the
handlers’ school.
The tyranny of distance has had an impact on people
being able to attend field days and meetings, and as a result
the most active membership is around Mt Gambier.
The suggestion has been to have a weekend event close to
a number of farms and arrange for farm visits, social
barbecues and get-togethers.
Mrs Yates says she is putting out expressions of interest,
and has had some positive replies.

SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND

Getting beef into
butchers’ shops
T

HE tyranny of distance has meant the Queensland
promotion group has split into two.
Colin Schiller reports that, for the southern group,
the focus has been on getting beef into local butchers’ shops.
The opening of a new airport in Toowoomba opens up
new markets for members, allowing the export of gourmet
meat to Asia and the sale of semen.
Beef 2015 in Rockhampton this May will be a great
showcase for Lowlines, and will be a very good market for
Asia, Mr Schiller says.
Small farm field days are planned for autumn.
Schools remain a strong focus for the group, and there is a
planned youth exchange, with a student from Pittsworth
High School to go to New Zealand.
Schools in Mr Schiller’s area are running a steer challenge,
and a steer donation is needed.
Meanwhile, the group is proposing to organise a ‘Small
Breeds Field Day’.
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LOWLINES were welcomed back at the Mount Pleasant Show, SA, in March.

NORTHERN QUEENSLAND

Major focus
on Beef 2015
T

HE focus is on Beef 2015, and the Australian Lowline
Cattle Association has a trade site in a very good
position. Sharon Coome said that, for the first time,
ALCA would be participating in the Beef 2015 international
bus tours and would be a host farm for either a morning or
afternoon visit.
Cattle will be on display at the historic Glenmore
Homestead, where information will be available on the
availability of export semen and cattle for export.
At Beef 2015 Julie Knight will be the announcer.
Aside from this, the group will be attending as many
shows as possible during the year.

TASMANIA

Activities to
promote breed
M

ORE testimonials are needed from New Zealand to
promote bull sales to dairy farmers in Australia,
according to David Mason.
Mr Mason is organising a promotional barbecue and
involving a local butcher to get an opinion on Lowline beef.
The focus is to participate in Ag Fest, in the first week of
May, find a contact in Sheffield School and offer to assist the
school to get off the ground with Lowlines, and engage
another local Lowline producer.

PROMOTION GROUPS

RANGIORA High School, from North Canterbury, scooped first,
second and fourth in the secondary school handlers teams
competition at the 152nd Canterbury Agricultural Show in
Christchurch from November 12-14. The first-placed team is
(from left) Georgia Rhodes (captain), Aimee McQuillan Reese and
Courtney Winter.

By PHILIP WORTHINGTON, chairman NZ SILPG

M

EMBERSHIP of the group over the past year has
remained static, with a few resignations offset by
new members joining, and stands at 12 stud and
one commercial member. Interest from the public
at A&P shows and the like remains strong and the appeal of
smaller, polled and less intimidating animals is clearly a
factor with many, especially those contemplating a move
from town to a lifestyle block.
Demand from the dairy industry in the South Island for
Lowline bulls is high and growing. Meeting this demand is
difficult. In the past season we were unable to satisfy all
inquiries, a combination of returning customers increasing
orders after a trial season or two, and several new customers
willing to trial Lowlines after seeing or hearing how their
neighbours had fared. Networking among our members has
helped to match sellers and customers but even by midAugust confirmed orders for the coming season – even
though delivery was not wanted until October or even
November – suggest a marked undersupply is looming.
The A&P show circuit continues to be our main shop
window. Lowlines were exhibited at Ellesmere, Rangiora,
Amberley, Fairlie and Oxford one-day shows, and the threeday Canterbury Show. A highlight on the one-day circuit
was at Oxford when, in a good entry of 46 across all beef
breeds, a seven-year-old Lowline cow with calf at foot was
All Breeds Reserve Champion, eventually losing out to a twoyear-old Hereford bull.
Canterbury maintains its place as New Zealand’s biggest

NEW ZEALAND SOUTH ISLAND

Dairy demands
Lowline bulls
cattle show and the last show had 145 individual beef
animals entered across the 13 breed classifications as well as
All Breeds, Interbreeds and Group classes. NZ South Island
Lowline Promotion Group (SILPG) members had 20
Lowlines on show, making us the third biggest entry of the
13 breeds on show, behind the Angus and Hereford.
Ten young handlers with Lowlines in the classes for
individual paraders, and two high school teams with Lowlines
in the teams competition, rounded out breed representation
at this show.
Good publicity for the breed was gained when a SILPG
member who regularly exhibits was invited to provide a team
of Lowline heifers for the cattle judging section of the New
Zealand Young Farmer national finals at Lincoln University
in July. The exposure on the day and through social
media soon afterwards could not have been bought.

LEFT: Lowlines catch the crowd’s attention at the Northern A&P Show at
Rangiora in October. The two-day show usually attracts a good crowd,
which can get close around the cattle judging rings. The Lowlines, from
Woolstone Park Lowlines, were led by handlers from Rangiora High
School, some at their first show. The Lowlines competed in general beef
classes against Angus and Herefords, notching up some first places.
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COMPACT FRAME

AW1562187

EASY TO HANDLE & SERIOUSLY BEEFY

The amazing Australian Lowline

www.lowlinecattleassoc.com.au

